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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters has had an increase in requests from other business units to integrate opportunity information
with other systems from Salesforce. The developers have started writing asynchronous @future callouts directly into the
target systems. The CIO is concerned about the viability of this approach scaling for future growth and has requested a
solution recommendation. 

What should be done to mitigate the concerns that the CIO has? 

A. Implement an ETL tooland perform nightly batch data loads to reduce network traffic using last modified dates on the
opportunity object to extract the right records. 

B. Develop a comprehensive catalog of Apex classes to eliminate the need for redundant code and use custom
metadata to hold the endpoint information for each integration. 

C. Refactor the existing ?uture methods to use Enhanced External Services, import Open API 2.0 schemas and update
flows to use services instead of Apex. 

D. Implement an Enterprise Service Bus for service orchestration, mediation, routing and decouple dependencies
across systems. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company accepts payment requests 24x7. Once they accept a payment request, their service level agreement (SLA)
requires them to make sureeach payment request is processed by their Payment System. They track payment requests 

using a globally unique identifier created at the Data Entry Point. Their simplified flow is as shown in the diagram. 

They encounter intermittent update errors when twoor more processes try to update the same Payment Request record
at the same time. 

Which two recommendations should an integration architect make to improve their SLA and update conflict handling?
Choose 2 answers 

A. Middleware should coordinate request delivery and payment processing. 

B. Data Entry Point and Middleware should automatically retry requests. 

C. Payment System should process a payment request only once. 

D. Payment System and Middleware should automatically retry requests. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters is creating a distributable Salesforce package for other Salesforce orgs within the company.
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The package needs to call into a custor ApexREST endpoint in the central org. The security team wants to ensure a
specific integration account is used in the central org that they will authorize after installation of the package. 

Which three items should an architect recommend to secure the integration in the package? Choose 3 answers 

A. Create an Auth provider in the package and set the consumer key and consumer secret of the connected app in the
central org. 

B. Contact Salesforce support and create a case to temporarily enable API access for managed packages. 

C. Create a connected app in the central org and add the callback URL of each org the package is installed in to redirect
to after successful authentication. 

D. Use an encrypted field to store the password that the security team enters and use password management for
external orgs and set the encryption method to TLS 1.2. 

E. Use the Auth Provider configured and select the identity type as Named Principal with OAuth 2.0 as the protocol and
Select Start Authentication Flow on Save. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization needs to integrate Salesforce with an external system and is considering authentication options. The
organization already has implemented SAML, using athird- party Identity Provider for integrations between other
systems. 

Which use case can leverage the existing SAML integration to connect Salesforce with other internal systems? 

A. Make formula fields with HYPERLINK() to external web servers more secure. 

B. Make Apex SOAP outbound integrations to external web services more secure. 

C. A Make Apex REST outbound integrations to external web services more secure. 

D. Make an API inbound integration from an external Java client more secure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An Architect is asked to build a solution that allows a service to access Salesforce through the API. What is the first
thing the Architect should do? 

A. Create a new user with SystemAdministrator profile. 

B. Authenticate the integration using existing Single Sign-On. 

C. Authenticate the integration using existing Network-BasedSecurity. 

D. Create a special user solely for the integration purposes. 
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Correct Answer: D 
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